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(54) VEHICLE CONTROL APPARATUS

(57) A vehicle control device according to the present
invention acquires a roll changing amount generated in
a vehicle, acquires a pitch changing amount generated
in the vehicle, synthesizes the roll changing amount and
the pitch changing amount to acquire a synthesized val-
ue, and controls a front/rear wheel damping force distri-
bution based on the synthesized value. The vehicle con-
trol device according to the present invention includes a

roll damping force varying means that detects a vehicle
speed, detects a road surface in-phase/reverse-phase
ratio, and controls a roll damping force by a variable roll
damping control amount, where the front/rear wheel
damping force distribution is determined from a front/rear
wheel damping force distribution map based on the ve-
hicle speed, the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ra-
tio, and the roll damping control amount.
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Description

VEHICLE CONTROL DEVICE

Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a vehicle control device.

Background

[0002] A technique that alleviates vibration in a pitch direction and a roll direction by variably controlling a damping
force from a shock absorber is conventionally known.
[0003] For example, patent literature 1 discloses a technique of first suppressing a roll vibration by a shock absorber,
and then changing an damping distribution by the shock absorber to suppress the pitch vibration at the time when roll
occurrence is detected since the sensitivity of humans is more sensitive to the roll vibration than to the pitch vibration.
[0004] Patent literature 2 discloses a technique of detecting a pitch component, a roll component, and a heave com-
ponent with a plurality of means by estimation and actual measurement, synthesizing the detected values, suppressing
the synthesized pitch component and the heave component by the damping force control and suppressing the synthesized
roll component by the roll rigidity control of a stabilizer.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0005] Patent Literature 1: Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 2009-179228

Patent Literature 2: Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 2008-265610

Summary

Technical Problem

[0006] However, improvement still can be made in  suppressing the roll vibration and the pitch vibration in view of the
sensitivity of humans.
[0007] In particular, in patent literature 1, improvement can be made to simultaneously suppress the roll vibration and
the pitch vibration since the pitch vibration is suppressed after the roll vibration is preferentially suppressed. Furthermore,
in patent literature 2, improvement can be made since the relationship between the pitch component and the roll com-
ponent changes by items not yet taken into consideration although the pitch component, the roll component, and the
like are calculated according to a human sensitivity function.
[0008] In view of the above, it is an object of the present invention to provide a vehicle control device capable of
accurately suppressing the roll vibration and the pitch vibration simultaneously.

Solution to Problem

[0009] A vehicle control device according to the present invention includes a roll acquiring means configured to acquire
a roll changing amount generated in a vehicle; a pitch acquiring means configured to acquire a pitch changing amount
generated in the vehicle; a synthesizing means configured to synthesize the roll changing amount and the pitch changing
amount to acquire a synthesized value; and a front/rear wheel damping force distributing means configured to control
a front/rear wheel damping force distribution based on the synthesized value acquired by the synthesizing means.
[0010] In the vehicle control device, it is preferable that the front/rear wheel damping force distributing means controls
the front/rear wheel damping force distribution such that the synthesized value becomes a minimum.
[0011] In the vehicle control device, it is preferable  that the roll acquiring means or the pitch acquiring means acquires
a roll angular speed, which is the roll changing amount, or a pitch angular speed, which is the pitch changing amount,
based on at least one of a vehicle speed, a road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio and a roll damping control amount.
[0012] In the vehicle control device, it is preferable that the synthesizing means calculates the synthesized value with
a weighting of the roll changing amount made large with respect to the pitch changing amount.
[0013] A vehicle control device according to the present invention includes a vehicle speed detecting means configured
to detect a vehicle speed; an in-phase/reverse-phase ratio detecting means configured to detect a road surface in-phase/
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reverse-phase ratio; and a roll damping force varying means configured to control a roll damping force by a variable roll
damping control amount, wherein a front/rear wheel damping force distribution is determined from a front/rear wheel
damping force distribution map based on the vehicle speed, the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio and the roll
damping control amount.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0014] The vehicle control device according to the present invention has an effect in being able to simultaneously
suppress roll and pitch since the front/rear wheel damping force distribution is controlled based on the synthesized value
of roll and pitch.
[0015] The vehicle control device according to the present invention controls the front/rear wheel damping force
distribution such that the synthesized value becomes a minimum. The effect that roll and pitch can be simultaneously
suppressed is thus obtained since the  front/rear wheel damping force distribution is controlled based on the synthesized
value of roll and pitch.
[0016] The vehicle control device according to the present invention has an effect of being able to accurately detect
roll and pitch and simultaneously suppress the roll and pitch since the roll angular speed or the pitch angular speed is
acquired based on at least one of vehicle speed, road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio, or roll damping control
amount.
[0017] The vehicle control device according to the present invention has an effect of being able to simultaneously
suppress roll and pitch in view of the sensitivity of humans since the synthesized value is calculated with the weighting
of the roll changing amount made large with respect to the pitch changing amount.
[0018] The vehicle control device according to the present invention detects the vehicle speed, detects the road surface
in-phase/reverse-phase ratio, controls the roll damping force by the variable roll damping control amount, and determines
the front/rear wheel damping force distribution from the front/rear wheel damping force distribution map based on the
vehicle speed, the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio, and the roll damping control amount. The effect that roll
and pitch can be simultaneously suppressed is thus obtained since the front/rear wheel damping force distribution is
controlled based on the synthesized value of roll and pitch.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0019] FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating a schematic configuration of a vehicle control device according to the
present embodiment.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an ECU 9 in a vehicle control device 1 of the present
embodiment.
FIG. 3 is a view schematically illustrating an example of an in-phase input from a road surface to left and right wheels.
FIG. 4 is a view schematically illustrating an example of a reverse phase input from the road surface to the left and
right wheels.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating one example of processing of the vehicle control device 1 according to the present
embodiment.
FIG. 6 is a view illustrating a relationship of a roll angular speed and a pitch angular speed when the front/rear
damping distribution is changed at a vehicle speed 40 km/h.
FIG. 7 is a view illustrating a relationship of the roll angular speed and the pitch angular speed when the front/rear
damping distribution is changed at the vehicle speed 80 km/h.
FIG. 8 is a view illustrating a relationship of the roll angular speed and the pitch angular speed when the front/rear
damping distribution is changed at the vehicle speed 120 km/h.
FIG. 9 is a view in which a synthesized value of a roll amount and a pitch amount is plotted at the vehicle speed 40 km/h.
FIG. 10 is a view in which a synthesized value of the roll amount and the pitch amount is plotted at the vehicle speed
80 km/h.
FIG. 11 is a view in which a synthesized value of the roll amount and the pitch amount is plotted at the vehicle speed
120 km/h.
FIG. 12 is a view in which the front/rear damping distribution, in which the synthesized value of the roll angular speed
and the pitch angular speed becomes a minimum, is plotted for when there is no roll damping control amount.
FIG. 13 is a view in which the front/rear damping distribution, in which the synthesized value of the roll angular speed
and the pitch angular speed becomes a minimum, is plotted for when the roll damping control amount is small.
FIG. 14 is a view in which the front/rear damping distribution, in which the synthesized value of the roll angular speed
and the pitch angular speed becomes a minimum, is plotted for when the roll damping control amount is large.
FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating a modified example of the processing of the vehicle control device according to
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the present embodiment.

Description of Embodiments

[0020] An embodiment according to the present invention will be hereinafter described in detail based on the drawings.
It should be recognized that the present invention is not to be limited by the embodiment. The configuring elements in
the embodiment described below include elements that can be replaced by those skilled in the art and are easy or
substantially the same elements.

[Embodiment]

[0021] A configuration of a vehicle control device according to the present embodiment will be first described, and
then, processing of the present vehicle control device will be described.

[1. Configuration]

[0022] FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating a schematic configuration of a vehicle control device according to the
present embodiment. As illustrated in FIG. 1, a vehicle control device 1 of the present embodiment is a system that is
mounted on a vehicle 2 to control this vehicle 2, and is  specifically, a vehicle control device that controls front/rear wheel
damping force distribution according to a synthesized value of a pitch amount and a roll amount of the vehicle 2.
[0023] The vehicle 2 includes a left front wheel 3FL, a right front wheel 3FR, a left rear wheel 3RL, and a right rear
wheel 3RR as a wheel 3, which are simply referred to as the wheel 3 if there is no need to particularly distinguish one
from the other. In the following description, a subscript FL refers to the configuring element relating to the left front wheel,
FR refers to the configuring element relating to the right front wheel, RL refers to the configuring element relating to the
left rear wheel, and RR refers to the configuring element relating to the right rear wheel. For example, each wheel 3
(3FL, 3FR, 3RL, 3RR) has a tire 4 (4FL, 4FR, 4RL, 4RR). In the following description, the left front wheel 3FL and the
right front wheel 3FR are described altogether as "front wheel 3F" and the left rear wheel 3RL and the right rear wheel
3RR are described altogether as "rear wheel 3R" if there is not particular need to distinguish one from the other.
[0024] The vehicle 2 includes a travelling drive source (prime mover) in a vehicle body 2A, and for example, the power
generated by an internal combustion, electric motor, and the like acts on the wheel 3 (e.g., left front wheel 3FL, right
front wheel 3FR), which is the drive wheel, thus producing a driving force [N] at the contact area with the road surface
of the wheel 3 and enabling the vehicle 2 to travel. The vehicle 2 can steer the wheel 3 (e.g., left front wheel 3FL, right
front wheel 3FR), which is the steering wheel, through a power steering device (not illustrated) by operating a steering
wheel 5, and thus can  be turned.
[0025] A front-back direction of the vehicle 2 described below refers to a direction along a travelling direction of the
vehicle 2, and a left-right direction of the vehicle 2 refers to a width direction of the vehicle 2 orthogonal to the front-back
direction and a vertical direction. A roll direction is a direction about a front-back axis, which is an axis along the front-
back direction of the vehicle 2, and a pitch direction is a direction about a left-right axis, which is an axis along the left-
right direction of the vehicle 2.
[0026] The vehicle control device 1 of the present embodiment generally includes an in-phase/reverse-phase ratio
detecting unit 7, a vehicle speed sensor 8, an ECU 9, an active stabilizer 10, and a damping force varying device 11.
[0027] Among such units, the in-phase/reverse-phase ratio detecting unit 7 is a sensor for detecting a road surface
in-phase/reverse-phase ratio. The road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio is the in-phase and reverse phase of the
road surface with respect to the vehicle 2, and is expressed with a percentage of a reverse phase input with respect to
an in-phase input from the road surface to the left and right wheels. FIG. 3 is a view schematically illustrating an example
of the in-phase input from the road surface to the left and right wheels, and FIG. 4 is a view schematically illustrating an
example of the reverse phase input from the road surface to the left and right wheels. The figures illustrate a case in
which the vehicle 2 is seen from the rear side, where the square on the left and the right in the figures represents the
left front wheel 3FL and the right front wheel 3FR, or the left rear wheel 3RL and the right rear wheel 3RR.
[0028] As illustrated in FIG. 3, the in-phase input refers to an input in which the input (arrow in the figure) from the
road surface to the left and right wheels is in the same direction. As illustrated in FIG. 4, on the other hand, the reverse
phase input refers to an input in which the input (arrow in the figure) from the road surface to the left and right wheels
is in opposite direction. The percentage of the reverse phase input with respect to the in-phase input is the road surface
in-phase/reverse-phase ratio. That is, the in-phase/reverse-phase ratio of the road surface indicates the ratio of the sum
and the difference in the inputs from the road surface to the left and right wheels for the inputs on the left and right wheels
from the road surface. By way of example, the in-phase/reverse-phase ratio detecting unit 7 may detect a load on each
wheel 3 with a load sensor, and calculate the ratio of the sum and the difference of the load input to the left and right
wheels to obtain the in-phase/reverse-phase ratio.
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[0029] The vehicle speed sensor 8 is a sensor for detecting the vehicle speed of the vehicle 2. The vehicle speed
sensor 8 detects the vehicle speed, which is the travelling speed of the vehicle 2, and for example, detects the vehicle
speed by detecting a rotation speed of a rotating body on an output side such as an output shaft. The vehicle speed
sensor 8 is electrically connected to the ECU 9 to transmit the detected vehicle speed signal of the vehicle 2 to the ECU
9. The vehicle speed detecting device may be a wheel speed sensor for detecting a wheel speed of each wheel 3, in
which case, the ECU 9 may obtain the vehicle speed of the vehicle 2 based on each wheel speed detected by each
wheel speed sensor arranged in each wheel 3.
[0030] The active stabilizer (hereinafter referred to as "active stabilizer") 10 is a roll damping force varying means that
controls a roll damping force by a variable roll damping control amount, and is a stabilizing mechanism that suppresses
roll vibration by the roll damping force. For example, the active stabilizer 10 suppresses the roll vibration that rotates the
vehicle body 2A of the vehicle 2 in the roll direction using the roll damping force of the vehicle 2 to ensure a stable
position of the vehicle 2, and also assumes that the roll damping force varies and adjusts the same according to the
operation state of the vehicle 2 to enhance the steering stability of the vehicle 2. The roll damping force of the vehicle
2 corresponds to the damping force along the roll direction of the vehicle 2. The active stabilizer 10 is configured by a
front wheel active stabilizer 10F, which is arranged with respect to the left front wheel 3FL and the right front wheel 3FR
to adjust the roll damping force on the front wheel 3F side, and a rear wheel active stabilizer 10R, which is arranged
with respect to the left rear wheel 3RL and the right rear wheel 3RR to adjust the roll damping force on the rear wheel
3R side. However, these do not need to be particularly distinguished and may be simply described as the active stabilizer
10.
[0031] The active stabilizer 10 includes a stabilizer bar 12 and an actuator 13, and uses a torsional reactive force of
the stabilizer bar 12 to suppress the roll of the vehicle body 2A of the vehicle 2. The stabilizer bar 12 has a pair of left
and right torsion bar sections coupled in a relatively rotatable manner by the actuator 13, and a pair of left and right arm
sections bent and coupled to a suspension 14 (e.g., lower arm of suspension 14) corresponding to each wheel 3. The
suspension 14 is a  suspending device interposed between the wheel 3 and the vehicle body 2A to alleviate impact and
vibration transmitted from the road surface to the vehicle body 2A, and constitutes one part of the damping force varying
device 11 to be described later. The actuator 13 is a drive unit for changing the roll damping force of the active stabilizer
10. The actuator 13 is connected to the ECU 9, and is controlled by a roll damping control amount (command value) by
the ECU 9.
[0032] The active stabilizer 10 drives the actuator 13 configured including an electric motor, and the like, and adjusts
the relative torsion amount of the left and right torsion bar sections by relatively rotating each torsion bar section of the
stabilizer bar 12 divided to left and right, so that the torsional reactive force can be adjusted and the roll rigidity of the
vehicle 2 can be adjusted. That is, the active stabilizer 10 adjusts the spring property by adjusting the torsion amount,
that is, the torsion rigidity of the stabilizer bar 12 with the actuator 13, adjusts the roll rigidity of the vehicle body 2A of
the vehicle 2 to change the roll damping force, and performs the control of the roll movement. For example, when the
roll damping control amount from the ECU 9 becomes large, the active stabilizer 10 increases the output torque (rotation
driving force) of the actuator 13. When the rotation angle of the actuator 13 increases and the torsion amount of the
stabilizer bar 12 becomes large, the torsional reactive force acting on the stabilizer bar 12 becomes large and the roll
rigidity of the vehicle body 2A of the vehicle 2 becomes high, that is, the roll damping force becomes large.
[0033] The damping force varying device 11 is a device capable of adjusting the damping force of when the wheel 4
is stroked with respect to the vehicle body 2A, and changes the damping force property of the shock absorber of the
suspension 14 that buffers the road surface input from the road surface to the wheel 3, for example, with an actuator
(not illustrated). The damping force thus varies, and the comfortableness in riding and the travelling performance of the
vehicle 2 can be changed by adjusting the damping force according to the driving state of the vehicle 2. The damping
force varying device 11 is a so-called damping force control suspension system, and is for example, AVS (Adaptive
Variable Suspension System).
[0034] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the damping force varying device 11 is configured to include a damping force varying
device 11FL arranged with respect to the left front wheel 3FL to be able to adjust the damping force on the left front
wheel 3FL side, a damping force varying device 11FR arranged with respect to the right front wheel 3FR to be able to
adjust the damping force on the right front wheel 3FR side, a damping force varying device 11RL arranged with respect
to the left rear wheel 3RL to be able to adjust the damping force on the left rear wheel 3RL side, and a damping force
varying device 11RR arranged with respect to the right rear wheel 3RR to be able to adjust the damping force on the
right rear wheel 3RR side. The damping force varying devices 11FL, 11FR, 11RL, 11RR are connected to the ECU 9,
and the damping force varying device 11 adjusts the distribution of the damping force in each wheel 3 when different
control commands are output from the ECU 9 to the respective damping force control device 11. In other words, the
ECU 9 can control the damping force varying devices 11FL, 11FR, 11RL, 11RR independently of each other, and can
appropriately change the front/rear wheel damping force distribution, which is  the distribution ratio of the damping force
on the front wheel 3F side and the damping force on the rear wheel 3R side of the vehicle 2, for example, by the damping
force varying devices 11FL, 11FR, 11RL, 11RR. The actuator of the damping force varying device 11 may use a drive
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unit or the like that realizes the changing of the damping force by switching the magnitude of the diameter of the orifice,
to which the operating oil flows in and flows out, with the reciprocating motion of a piston, for example, but is not limited
thereto and may be an electrically operated type.
[0035] The ECU 9 is an electronic control unit including a computer. The ECU 9 can control the drive of each unit of
the vehicle 2. For example, the ECU 9 may be an electronic circuit having a well known micro-computer including a
control unit such as the CPU, a storage unit such as a ROM, a RAM, and an interface as a main body. The ECU 9 is,
for example, electrically connected to various detecting units arranged in each of the vehicle 2 such as the in-phase/
reverse-phase ratio detecting unit 7 and the vehicle speed sensor 8, for example, and is electrically connected to the
drive unit of each unit of the vehicle 2 such as the active stabilizer 10 and the damping force varying device 11. When
an electric signal corresponding to the detection result detected by the various detecting units is input, the ECU 9 outputs
a drive signal to each unit of the vehicle 2 according to the input detection result to control the drive thereof. FIG. 2 is a
block diagram illustrating a configuration of the ECU 9 in the vehicle control device 1 of the present embodiment.
[0036] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the ECU 9 related to the vehicle control device 1 of the present embodiment functionally
includes a roll acquiring unit 9a, a pitch acquiring unit 9b, a synthesizing unit 9c, a roll damping  control unit 9d, and a
front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e.
[0037] Among the configurations of the ECU 9, the roll acquiring unit 9a is a roll acquiring means that acquires the
roll amount generated in the vehicle 2. The roll amount is a numerical value indicating the vibration in the roll direction,
and is, for example, a roll changing amount such as the roll angular speed, the roll angular acceleration. The roll acquiring
unit 9a includes a stroke sensor in the shock absorber of the suspension 14, and detects the stroke speed of the both
shock absorbers in the left-right direction (wheels 3FL, 3RL on the left side and wheels 3FR, 3RR on the right side) of
the vehicle body 2A with the stroke sensor, and obtains the roll amount by the difference in the detected stroke speeds
of the both shock absorbers.
[0038] The pitch acquiring unit 9b is a pitch acquiring means that acquires the pitch amount generated in the vehicle
2. The pitch amount is a numerical value indicating the vibration in the pitch direction, and is, for example, a pitch changing
amount such as the pitch angular speed, the pitch angular acceleration. The pitch acquiring unit 9b includes a stroke
sensor in the shock absorber of the suspension 14, and detects the stroke speed of the both shock absorbers in the
front-back direction (wheels 3F and wheels 3R) of the vehicle body 2A with the stroke sensor, and obtains the roll amount
by the difference in the detected stroke speeds of the both shock absorbers.
[0039] The roll acquiring unit 9a or the pitch acquiring unit 9b is not limited to directly acquiring the roll amount and
the pitch amount, and may acquire the roll amount (roll changing amount such as roll angular speed, roll angular
acceleration) or the pitch amount (pitch changing amount such as pitch angular speed, pitch angular acceleration) based
on at least one of the vehicle speed detected by the vehicle speed sensor 8, the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase
ratio detected by the in-phase/reverse-phase ratio detecting unit 7, and the roll damping control amount (or roll damping
force based on the control amount) output by the roll damping control unit 9d. In other words, the roll amount and the
pitch amount change according to the vehicle speed, the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio, and the roll damping
control amount, and hence the roll amount and the pitch amount can be obtained based on at least one of the above.
[0040] The synthesizing unit 9c is a synthesizing means that synthesizes the roll amount (roll changing amount such
as roll angular speed, roll angular acceleration) and the pitch amount (pitch changing amount such as pitch angular
speed, pitch angular acceleration) to acquire a synthesized value. For example, the synthesized value may be a square
root of the square sum of the roll amount and the pitch amount. The synthesizing unit 9c may synthesize the roll and
the pitch through a synthesizing method that takes into consideration the sensitivity of humans. In other words, the
synthesizing unit 9c may set the weighting of the roll amount large with respect to the pitch amount and calculate the
synthesized value since the roll amount is more susceptive to humans than the pitch amount. For example, if the square
root of the square sum is used as the synthesized value, the synthesizing unit 9c can obtain the synthesized value by
the following equation. 

(Here, α is the weighting and is the sensitivity  coefficient of the roll with respect to the pitch. For example, α=2 to 3
(times) is preferable. The roll angular acceleration may be used in place of the roll angular speed, and the pitch angular
acceleration may be used in place of the pitch angular speed).
[0041] Therefore, the roll vibration and the pitch vibration can be simultaneously suppressed by using the synthesized
value in which the roll and the pitch are synthesized. Furthermore, the comfortableness in riding that takes into consid-
eration the sensitivity of humans can be quantified by synthesizing the roll and the pitch in view of the sensitivity of humans.
[0042] The roll damping control unit 9d is a roll damping force control means that controls the actuator 13 of the active
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stabilizer 10 by transmitting a roll damping control amount (command value) to the active stabilizer 10, and suppresses
the roll vibration of the vehicle 2 with the roll damping force based on the roll damping control amount. The roll damping
control amount is variable, and may be variably set by a user (driver, etc.) through an operation unit (not illustrated) of
the ECU 9, for example. The roll damping control unit 9d may change the roll damping control amount according to the
travelling mode (normal travelling mode and high-speed travelling mode).
[0043] The front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e is a front/rear wheel damping force determination means
that determines the front/rear wheel damping distribution based on the synthesized value acquired by the synthesizing
unit 9c, and controls the damping force varying device 11 based on the determined front/rear wheel damping force
distribution. The front/rear wheel damping force distribution (hereinafter referred to as "front/rear damping distribution")
refers to the distribution of the  damping force on the front wheel 3F side and the damping force on the rear wheel 3R
side by the shock absorber of the suspension 14, and such distribution is expressed with ratio, percentage, or rate. As
described above, the damping force of each wheel 3 by the shock absorber can be variably controlled by the damping
force varying devices 11FL, 11FR, 11RL, and 11RR of each wheel 3. Thus, when the front/rear damping distribution is
determined, the front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e transmits each command value to each damping
force varying device 11 so as to become the determined front/rear damping distribution. For example, if the front/rear
damping distribution is determined as 1 : 2, the front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e transmits the command
value "x" to the damping force varying devices 11FL, 11FR on the front wheel 3F side, and transmits the command value
"2x" to the damping force varying devices 11RL, 11RR on the rear wheel 3R side. The damping force by the shock
absorber becomes 1 : 2 between the front wheel 3F and the rear wheel 3R when the actuator of each damping force
varying device 11 is driven based on the command value.
[0044] The front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e may control the front/rear damping distribution so as to
minimize the synthesized value acquired by the synthesizing unit 9c. As described above, the synthesized value is
obtained by quantifying the comfortableness in riding while placing importance on the roll that is more susceptive to
humans than the pitch, and thus the comfortableness in riding can be optimized by controlling the front/rear damping
distribution to minimize the synthesized value. A front/rear damping distribution map defining the front/rear damping
distribution in which the synthesized value becomes a minimum may be stored in  advance in the storage unit of the
ECU 9, and the front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e may determine the front/rear damping distribution
corresponding to the synthesized value based on the front/rear damping distribution map. The front/rear damping dis-
tribution map may be a map capable of determining the front/rear damping distribution based on the vehicle speed, the
road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio, and the roll damping control amount. In other words, since the pitch amount
and the roll amount change depending on the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio, the vehicle speed, and the roll
damping control amount, as described above, a four-dimensional map in which the front/rear damping distribution in
which the synthesized value of the pitch amount and the roll amount becomes a minimum is corresponded with the road
surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio, the vehicle speed, and the roll damping control amount may be created and stored
in the storage unit of the ECU 9. The front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e may obtain the front/rear damping
distribution corresponding to the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio detected by the in-phase/reverse-phase
ratio detecting unit 7, the vehicle speed detected by the vehicle speed sensor 8, and the roll damping control amount
commanded by the roll damping control unit 9d based on the front/rear damping distribution map stored in the storage
unit of the ECU 9. The ECU 9 consequently obtains the roll amount and the pitch amount based on the road surface in-
phase/reverse-phase ratio, the vehicle speed, and the roll damping control amount, and performs the processing same
as determining the front/rear damping distribution in which the synthesized value of the roll amount and the pitch amount
becomes a minimum.
[0045] In the example described above, the front/rear damping distribution is obtained by using the front/rear damping
distribution map, but the present embodiment is not limited thereto. In other words, the ECU 9 may obtain the front/rear
damping distribution based on a mathematical equation corresponding to the front/rear damping map.
[0046] The description of the configuration of the vehicle control device 1 according to the present embodiment is as
provided above.

[2. Processing]

[0047] One example of the processing of the vehicle control device 1 according to the present embodiment will now
be described with reference to FIG. 5 to FIG. 15. FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating one example of the processing of the
vehicle control device 1 according to the present embodiment. The control flow of FIG. 5 is repeatedly executed during
the travelling of the vehicle 2. The present control flow is repeatedly executed at a predetermined interval, for example.
[0048] As illustrated in FIG. 5, the roll acquiring unit 9a of the ECU 9 first acquires the roll amount generated in the
vehicle 2 (step S1). The roll acquiring unit 9a may detect the stroke speed of the shock absorbers in the left-right direction
of the vehicle body 2A (wheels 3FL, 3RL on the left side, wheels 3FR, 3RR on the right side) with stroke sensors arranged
in the both shock absorbers of the suspension 14, and obtain the roll angular speed from the difference in the detected
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stroke speeds of the both shock absorbers.
[0049] The pitch acquiring unit 9b of the ECU 9 acquires the pitch amount generated in the vehicle 2 (step S2). The
pitch acquiring unit 9b may detect the stroke speed of the shock absorbers in the front-back direction of the vehicle  body
2A (front wheel 3F and rear wheel 3R) with stroke sensors arranged in the both shock absorbers of the suspension 14,
and obtain the pitch angular speed from the difference in the detected stroke speeds of the both shock absorbers.
[0050] The processing of steps S1 and S2 may be performed in the reverse order or may be performed in parallel at
the same time. The roll acquiring unit 9a or the pitch acquiring unit 9b is not limited to directly acquiring the roll amount
and the pitch amount, and may acquire the roll amount or the pitch amount based on at least one of the vehicle speed
detected by the vehicle speed sensor 8, the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio detected by the in-phase/reverse-
phase ratio detecting unit 7, and the roll damping control amount output by the roll damping control unit 9d. FIG. 6 to
FIG. 8 are views illustrating a relationship of the roll angular speed and the pitch angular speed when the front/rear
damping distribution is changed at a predetermined vehicle speed. FIG. 6 illustrates a case in which the vehicle speed
is 40 km/h, FIG. 7 illustrates a case in which the vehicle speed is 80 km/h, and FIG. 8 illustrates a case in which the
vehicle speed is 120 km/h.
[0051] As illustrated in FIG. 6 to FIG. 8, when the front/rear damping distribution is changed, the roll and the pitch
show conflicting vibration property. In particular, when the vehicle speed is 120 km/h (FIG. 8), the pitch angular speed
rapidly rises whereas the roll angular speed rapidly reduces while changing the front/rear damping distribution between
zero and one. This relationship greatly differs among the respective vehicle speeds (FIG. 6 to FIG. 8), where the pitch
angular speed reduces and the roll angular speed rises in the case of  vehicle speed of 40 km/h (FIG. 6). Therefore, the
relationship between roll and pitch greatly depends on the vehicle speed. Although not illustrated, similar result is obtained
for the roll damping control amount with the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio, that is, the relationship of roll
and pitch is also found to be dependent thereon. Therefore, since the roll amount and the pitch amount change depending
on the vehicle speed, the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio, and the roll damping control amount, the roll
acquiring unit 9a and the pitch acquiring unit 9b may obtain the roll amount and the pitch amount based on at least one
of the above.
[0052] Returning again to FIG. 5, the synthesizing unit 9c of the ECU 9 synthesizes the roll amount and the pitch
amount through the synthesizing method that takes into consideration the sensitivity of humans to acquire the synthesized
value (step S3). For example, since the roll amount is more susceptive to humans than the pitch amount, the synthesizing
unit 9c may set the weighting of the roll amount large with respect to the pitch amount and calculate the synthesized
amount by the following equation. 

(Here, α is the weighting and is the sensitivity coefficient of the roll with respect to the pitch. For example, α=2 to 3
(times) is preferable. The roll angular acceleration may be used in place of the roll angular speed, and the pitch angular
acceleration may be used in place of the pitch angular speed).
[0053] FIG. 9 to FIG. 11 are views in which the synthesized values are calculated through the above equation and
plotted with respect to the result of the roll  amount and the pitch amount illustrated in FIG. 6 to FIG. 8. The synthesized
value is calculated by adding also the relationship of the roll amount and the pitch amount when the road surface in-
phase/reverse phase is changed between 0.1 and 0.3.
[0054] Therefore, the roll vibration and the pitch vibration can be simultaneously handled and the comfortableness in
riding that is based on the sensitivity of humans can be quantified by using the synthesized value of the roll and the pitch
synthesized through the synthesizing method that takes into consideration the sensitivity of humans. In other words, the
vertical axis (synthesized value) of FIG. 9 to FIG. 11 represents the numeralized comfortableness in riding, and thus the
comfortableness in riding can be optimized by selecting the front/ rear damping distribution at the lowest point.
[0055] Returning again to FIG. 5, the front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e of the ECU 9 determines the
front/rear damping distribution based on the synthesized value acquired by the synthesizing unit 9c (step S4). The front/
rear damping distribution determining unit 9e may determine the front/rear damping distribution so that the synthesized
value acquired by the synthesizing unit 9c becomes a minimum. In other words, as described above, the obtained
synthesized value is obtained by quantifying the comfortableness in riding while placing importance on the roll that is
more susceptive to humans, and thus the comfortableness in riding can be optimized by controlling the front/rear damping
distribution so that the synthesized value becomes a minimum. The front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e
controls the damping force varying device 11 based on the determined front/rear damping distribution. More specifically,
after  determining the front/rear damping distribution, the front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e allocates
the command value to give to the damping force varying devices 11FL, 11FR on the front wheel 3F side and the command
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value to give to the damping force varying devices 11RL, 11RR on the rear wheel 3R side so as to achieve the determined
front/rear damping distribution. The damping force by the shock absorber follows the front/rear damping distribution
determined by the front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e between the front wheel 3F and the rear wheel 3R
by driving the actuator of each damping force varying device 11 based on the given command value.
[0056] Therefore, according to the present vehicle control device 1, the roll and the pitch can be simultaneously
suppressed since the front/ rear damping distribution is controlled based on the synthesized value of the roll and the
pitch. The roll amount and the pitch amount change according to the vehicle speed, the road surface in- phase/ reverse-
phase ratio, and the roll damping control amount, and thus the roll and the pitch can be accurately detected by obtaining
the roll amount or the pitch amount based on at least one of the above. Since the roll and the pitch are synthesized in
view of the sensitivity of humans and the front/ rear damping distribution is determined so that the synthesized value
becomes a minimum, the comfortableness in riding can be optimized.

(Modified example of processing)

[0057] A modified example of the processing of the vehicle control device 1 according to the present embodiment will
now be described with reference to FIG. 12 to FIG. 15.
[0058] Since the roll amount and the pitch amount are  changed by (1) road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ration,
(2) vehicle speed, (3) roll damping control amount, and (4) front/rear damping distribution, the control map for optimizing
the performance in comfortableness in riding for the time of change of (1) to (4) is prepared by the synthesizing method
that takes into consideration the sensitivity of humans, and the active stabilizer 10 and the damping force varying device
11 are controlled in cooperation in the present modified example. In other words, in the present modified example, the
front/rear damping distribution map in which the front/rear damping distribution where the synthesized value becomes
a minimum is defined in advance is stored in the storage unit of the ECU 9 for the relationships of (1) to (3), and the
ECU 9 of the vehicle control device 1 determines the front/rear damping distribution based on the front/rear damping
distribution map. FIG. 12 to FIG. 14 are views illustrating one example of the front/rear damping distribution map in which
the front/rear damping distribution where the synthesized value becomes a minimum is plotted.
[0059] In other words, FIG. 12 to FIG. 14 are views in which the front/rear damping distribution where the synthesized
value of the roll angular speed and the pitch angular speed becomes a minimum (i.e., lowest point in the figure) in FIG.
9 to FIG. 11 is plotted. In each figure, the roll rigidity of the active stabilizer 10 is constant, where FIG. 12 to FIG. 14 are
created including the results of when the roll damping control amount is changed. In other words, FIG. 12 illustrates a
case in which there is no roll damping control amount, FIG. 13 illustrates a case in which the roll damping control amount
is small, and FIG. 14 illustrates a case in which the roll damping control  amount is large.
[0060] The front/rear damping distribution map created in this manner becomes a four-dimensional map that determines
one output of the front/rear damping distribution from three inputs of the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio, the
vehicle speed, and the roll damping control amount. FIG. 12 to FIG. 14 are merely illustrated as a two-dimensional map
due to the restriction that the figures are two-dimensional, but are actually stored as a fourth-dimensional map in the
storage unit of the ECU 6.
[0061] An example of the processing based on the assumption that the front/rear damping distribution map is stored
in the storage unit of the ECU 9 will now be described. FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating a modified example of the
processing of the vehicle control device 1 according to the present embodiment.
[0062] As illustrated in FIG. 15, the ECU 9 of the vehicle control device 1 detects the road surface in-phase/reverse-
phase ratio by the in-phase/reverse-phase ratio detecting unit 7 (step S11), detects the vehicle speed of the vehicle 2
by the vehicle speed sensor 8 (step S12), and detects the roll damping amount (roll damping force) of the active stabilizer
10 (step S13). The roll damping amount of the active stabilizer 10 is controlled based on the roll damping control amount
commanded by the roll damping control unit 9d of the ECU 9, and thus the roll damping control amount is used in this
modified example. Steps S11 to S13 are detected simultaneously in parallel, as illustrated in FIG. 15.
[0063] The front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e of the ECU 9 performs verifying processing with the
front/rear damping distribution map stored in the storage  unit of the ECU 9 for the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase
ratio detected by the in-phase/reverse-phase ratio detecting unit 7, the vehicle speed detected by the vehicle speed
sensor 8, and the roll damping control amount commanded by the roll damping control unit 9d (step S14).
[0064] The front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e of the ECU 9 determines the front/rear damping distri-
bution corresponding to the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio, the vehicle speed, and the roll damping control
amount as a result of matching with the front/rear damping distribution map (step S15). The front/rear damping distribution
determining unit 9e distributes the command value to give to the damping force varying devices 11FL, 11FR on the front
wheel 3F side and the command value to give to the damping force varying devices 11RL, 11RR on the rear wheel 3R
side so as to become the determined front/rear damping distribution, and thus the damping force by the shock absorber
becomes the determined front/rear damping distribution between the front wheel 3F and the rear wheel 3R.
[0065] Therefore, one output, which is the front/ rear damping distribution, can be obtained for the three inputs of the
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road surface in- phase/ reverse- phase ratio, the vehicle speed, and the roll damping control amount by using the front/
rear damping distribution map. As a result, the vehicle control device 1 obtains the front/ rear damping distribution in
which the synthesized value of the roll amount and the pitch amount becomes a minimum by the front/ rear damping
distribution map based on the three inputs of the road surface in- phase/ reverse- phase ratio, the vehicle speed, and
the roll damping control amount. Thus, the vehicle control in which the performance in comfortableness in riding that
takes into consideration the  sensitivity of humans becomes optimum can be performed while simultaneously suppressing
the roll vibration and the pitch vibration.
[0066] In the modified example described above, an example of obtaining one output, which is the front/rear damping
distribution, for three inputs of the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio, the vehicle speed, and the roll damping
control amount has been described but is not limited thereto, and two outputs of the front/rear damping distribution and
the roll damping control amount can be obtained for two inputs of the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio and the
vehicle speed as long as the roll damping control amount can be arbitrarily changed. In other words, the vehicle control
device 1 may obtain the optimum (i.e., in which the synthesized value becomes minimum) combination of the front/rear
damping distribution and the roll damping control amount corresponding to the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase
ratio and the vehicle speed based on the front/rear damping map, and control the roll damping force by the active
stabilizer 10 and the front/rear damping distribution by the damping force varying device 11 in cooperation by the roll
damping control unit 9d and the front/rear damping distribution determining unit 9e.
[0067] The vehicle control device according to the embodiment of the present invention described above is not limited
to the embodiment described above, and various changes can be made within a scope defined in the Claims.
[0068] In the description made above, the vehicle control device has been described to include the active stabilizer
capable of adjusting the roll rigidity of the vehicle, but is not limited thereto, and may be configured to include an active
suspension capable of adjusting the  roll rigidity of the vehicle in place of the active stabilizer.
[0069] In the description made above, the control device of the vehicle control device has been described as the ECU
for controlling each unit of the vehicle, but is not limited thereto, and may have a configuration of being configured
separate from the ECU to exchange information such as detection signals, drive signals, control commands mutually
through the ECU.
[0070] The contents disclosed in the embodiment described above can be appropriately combined.

Industrial Applicability

[0071] The vehicle control device according to the present invention is suitably applied to a vehicle control device
mounted on various vehicles.

Reference Signs List

[0072]

1 vehicle control device
2 vehicle
2A vehicle body
3 wheel
4 tire
5 steering wheel
7 in-phase/reverse-phase ratio detecting unit
8 vehicle speed sensor
9 ECU
9a roll acquiring unit
9b pitch acquiring unit
9c synthesizing unit
9d roll damping control unit
9e front/rear damping distribution determining unit
10 active stabilizer
11 damping force varying device
14 suspension
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Claims

1. A vehicle control device comprising:

a roll acquiring means configured to acquire a roll changing amount generated in a vehicle;
a pitch acquiring means configured to acquire a pitch changing amount generated in the vehicle;
a synthesizing means configured to synthesize the roll changing amount and the pitch changing amount to
acquire a synthesized value; and
a front/rear wheel damping force distributing means configured to control a front/rear wheel damping force
distribution based on the synthesized value acquired by the synthesizing means.

2. The vehicle control device according to claim 1, wherein
the front/rear wheel damping force distributing means controls the front/rear wheel damping force distribution such
that the synthesized value becomes a minimum.

3. The vehicle control device according to claim 1, wherein
the roll acquiring means or the pitch acquiring means acquires a roll angular speed, which is the roll changing
amount, or a pitch angular speed, which is the pitch changing amount, based on at least one of a vehicle speed, a
road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio and a roll damping control amount.

4. The vehicle control device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the synthesizing means calculates the synthesized value with a weighting of the roll changing amount made  large
with respect to the pitch changing amount.

5. A vehicle control device comprising:

a vehicle speed detecting means configured to detect a vehicle speed;
an in-phase/reverse-phase ratio detecting means configured to detect a road surface in-phase/reverse-phase
ratio; and
a roll damping force varying means configured to control a roll damping force by a variable roll damping control
amount, wherein
a front/rear wheel damping force distribution is determined from a front/rear wheel damping force distribution
map based on the vehicle speed, the road surface in-phase/reverse-phase ratio and the roll damping control
amount.
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